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Visions of a wireless future

ttawa residents are speaking
out on topics as wide ranging
as residential intensification,
environmental systems, and groundwater resources thanks to an innovative
new e-consultation tool administered
by S.E.S. Research.
“(It is) a consultation that allows
Ottawa residents to comment on its
recently published white papers and
rural papers,” explains City of Ottawa spokesperson Lise Dessaint.
“Through this consultation tool, the
city wants to encourage citizen involvement, to allow them to read,
rate and comment on white papers
and to participate in on-line discussions.”
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Ottawa Talks has taken
on a life of its own so the
Dec. 9 deadline to close
it has been extended.
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he wireless world will be a
configurable world. This has
profound implications for the
investment, development and marketing/sales of wireless applications.
When asked about the future of
wireless broadband, Patrick DiPietro, managing general partner of VenGrowth Private Equity Partners,
points out that WiMax is not the
only wireless technology out there.
Competition is intense, he says,
with companies such as Cisco and
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Intel lining up behind WiMax with
their own, fledgling offerings. Both
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Public consultation
gets tech support

have technology that will offer true
wireless broadband (i.e. high-speed,
“always-on” connectivity available

Most people
underestimate the
speed at which change
will occur. The mere
threat of change will
alter carrier plans.
over wide areas), but which will require new devices and infrastructure
before it can fly. And their architec-

ture may have trouble getting off the
ground. Wifi – localized short-range
broadband which has already been
implemented in hundreds of citycore deployments and “hot spots”
around the world – may end up commanding the market on the strength
of its head start.
Mr. DiPietro sees a broadband world
in which computing tasks “normally
done on PCs will migrate to handheld
devices. But today’s software applications are ‘CPU-hungry’,” he quickly
notes, adding that this could change
as some computer processing done on
a handheld is handled by a network
More, see Wireless future, page 4
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where ideas find form.

Demonstrating strength and dynamics
through our people, process and products.
Custom Software Solutions

Launched in October, the Ottawa
Talks site is not meant to replace faceto-face public consultation says Lesley Paterson, a city program manager
for planning policy. Its goal is to provide residents with a simple and effective way to voice their opinions, and
to participate in a meaningful dialogue
on a variety of subjects important to
the city’s future.
S.E.S Research, a market and public opinion research organization, designed the site to act as a conversation,
and will use the data it collects to do
an analysis of citizen input. It will then
provide the city with reports, including
findings on the majority opinions and
what issues are contentious. The city
will also be able to track demographic
information because SES captures the
gender, location and age range of participants.
“The value we bring to the table is
in analyzing the content and developing the tools that simplify the analysis
of the content,” says Pierre Killeen,
VP of S.E.S. Research.
Residents can offer comments on
any or all of nine white papers penned
by city staff and four discussion papers
written by rural residents as part of a
working group process spawned by last
years’ Rural Summit.
More, see Public consultation, page 4
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Canada’s looking better
from MNE tax vantage
function that should be performed in
Canada is R&D and that the
Canadian subsidiary
will derive its revenues by invoicing
the parent company
DENZIL DOYLE
for labour, some administrative costs, and the
minimum amount of profit that will
be tolerated by Revenue Canada.
f all of the goodies handed out The sales per employee is usually
by Finance Minister Flaherty much less than it was before takeover
in his recent mini budget, the because the high priced jobs have been
one that is likely to have the most impact moved out of Canada. The MNE may
on the Canadian economy is the reduc- shift manufacturing and assembly that
tion in corporate taxes. It will encourage used to be done in Canada to Ireland,
multinational enterprises (MNEs) with where the corporate tax rate is about
Canadian operations to leave more of half of Canada’s – even at the new
their profits in Canada and it could have rate.
The Canadian high tech landscape
a dramatic effect on Canadian producis made up almost
tivity as we now meaof branch
sure it.
MNEs make as little entirely
plants and very few
MNEs spend a lot
of time and effort profit as possible in Canadian MNEs. Up
now, our corpoanalyzing corporate
countries that have until
rate tax rate has been
tax rates in the varicorporate tax rates above the average
ous countries where
paid by most MNEs
they operate and
higher than the
around the world. It
ensuring that they
average around
is a recipe for reduced
make as little profit
productivity – as we
as possible in those
the world.
now measure it. The
that have corporate
Canadian R&D worktax rates higher than
the average around the world. Unfor- ers are likely as efficient at writing code
tunately, Canada’s rate has not been or designing circuits as their counterthat attractive in recent years. What’s parts in Silicon Valley are, but when
worse, we have had politicians at both we measure productivity we essentially
the federal and provincial levels who compare the sales per employee of the
seem to think they can sock it to the Canadian R&D workers with that of the
MNEs and they have no choice but to MNE in total. They just don’t stack up.
Under the new
ante up.
corporate
tax strucHow wrong they
After a few years
ture, MNEs will be
are!
our productivity
more inclined to
A fact of life in
the new global econwill improve even leave more profits in the Canadian
omy is that there is
though we are not branch plants. At
no longer any such
thing as an integrated necessarily running least they won’t put
as much emphasis
company in which
any faster on
on avoiding Canada
a product is taken
as a place to leave
from idea to producthe treadmill.
profits. What Mr.
tion and distribution
within the same corporate entity. R&D Flaherty has to do now is go on a sales
might get done in Canada, marketing campaign to tell the world that our tax
in the United States, manufacturing in rates are competitive because that is
Ireland, China, or Puerto Rico, and sell- not how the world sees us at the presing in dozens of countries around the ent time. He also has to convince his
world. Try as they might, it is nearly provincial counterparts to be reasonimpossible for the various host coun- able with their rates. After a few years,
tries to monitor inter-company transfer they will see our productivity improve
pricing to ensure they are getting their even though we are not necessarily
fair share of the global tax pie. What the running any faster on the treadmill.
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
MNEs are shipping around the world
are unfinished products that do not Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
of Canada, a professional engineer,
carry price tags.
To illustrate the linkage between founder and former CEO of Digital
corporate tax rates and productivity, Equipment Corp. in Canada, company
one need only look at what happens director, mentor, consultant, investor
when a Canadian high tech company and author of the best-selling ‘Making
gets taken over by an MNE. Its new Technology Happen’. He can be reached
owners may decide that the only at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

New cash, chair

Ottawa-based iotum, a voice 2.0 company, secures new funding from boutique investment and management consulting firm Verdexus. While saying it
would use the financing to fund ongoing operations, the privately-held iotum
will not disclose the size of the investment, which was significant enough,
however, to secure the appointment
of Verdexus general partner Randall
Howard to iotum’s board as chairman.
“Randall is recognized as one of the pioneers of the Canadian software industry,” says iotum CEO Alec Saunders.
“His decision to join iotum as investor,
board member and chairman is a strong
endorsement of the iotum vision.” iotum recently launched its Free Conference Calls for Facebook service, which
allows users of the social networking
website to hold conference calls with
groups of friends, family, co-workers
or business contacts. “Our investment
represents a strong endorsement of iotum and recognition of a fast-growing
and potentially dominant player in the
mobile presence universe,” says Mr.
Howard, “iotum has the potential to be
the phone company for social networks,
as shown by its strategic launch of the
first conference-calling application for
Facebook.” A founding partner of Verdexus, Mr. Howard’s extensive board
and advisory experience includes work
with Necho Systems Corp, Whitehill
Technologies, and Waterloo Maple
Software.

Losses halved

Ottawa-based RAMTelecom Inc. cuts
losses by half in Q3, as revenue jumps
42.5% on bolstered sales. The satellite
services company beat back losses to
$260,233 from $479,450 a year ago.
Revenue rose to $1.3 million from
$885,733 in the third quarter of 2006.
“We are very pleased with the corporation’s progress and increased revenues
over the past year,” says RAMTelecom
CEO Ralph Misener. “Expansion into
underserved markets increases on a
monthly basis as the demand for carri-

Products revealed

O

ttawa-based Acron Capability Engineering unveils its latest products at
the Interservice/Industry Training Simulation and Education Conference (IITSEC) in Orlando, Florida. The company chose the prestigious event to launch its new
A320 and Bell 412 flight simulators, as well as a desktop simulator of the F18.
While showcasing its simulators, Acron also gave IITSEC attendees a preview
of its next-generation 3D Modeller, software used to create virtual, three dimensional models of objects, such as helicopters and planes, for real-time assessment
of their performance in various simulated situations. Models created with the
application can be used directly with Microsoft ESP and the Acron 3D Modeller
allows the conversion of other model formats for re-use with Microsoft ESP.
er-grade satellite services grows.” The
company has been enjoying increased
demand for its fixed and mobile satellite-based communications services
coming from the oil and gas and mining sectors in western Canada.

Security review

Ottawa-based OSI Geospatial Inc. nets
a US$1.2-million contract to assess security at a busy port area in Texas. The
company’s US Systems Operations
division will carry out the study for
the Sabine Neches port area, home to
numerous refining, chemical, storage
and quarrying operations, as well as
fuelling stations and the ports of Port
Arthur, Port of Beaumont and the Port
of Orange. Granted through a $110million Port Security Grant Program
administered by the US Department
of Homeland Security, the $6 million
Sabine Neches area assessment grant
will ultimately lead to defence plans
for the “high-risk” area in the event

of an attack. OSI Geospatial’s work
on the project, expected to finish in
six months, could lead to it selling its
situational awareness and navigation
systems to concerned parties. In other
news, OSI Geospatial recently signed
a US$750,000 contract to provide the
Danish Navy with an upgraded version
of its warship navigation software. “Repeat business is very important to our
company and we consistently receive
approximately 15-20% annually of the
original contract value from all of our
customers,” says CEO Ken Kirkpatrick. “The Danish Navy has been a
customer since early 2002 and including
this contract we have now secured close
to $10-million of business with this very
important customer.” Denmark’s is one
of eight navies worldwide using OSI’s
navigation system.

million deal to install its Small Bore
Sewer (SBS) wastewater collection
system and a treatment plant at Loon
Lake Resort in Madoc, Ontario. Covering some 150 hectares, the site is
home to 140 trailers and has been approved for 60 more. Clearford will
connect all existing properties, including a recreation hall, community wash
station and log house, to the treatment
plant via the SBS system, which is installed and expanded without invasive
methods such as blasting and excessive
water drainage. “The environmental
advantages of the SBS system translate
into lower capital and operational cost
for both the collection and treatment of
sewage,” says Bruce Linton, president
and CEO of Clearford. “As a result
we are able to service the park for less
than $7,500 a door.” The company hit
record-high revenue of $8.3 million
in its third quarter, an 8% increase
over the same period last year. However, net income was more than halved,
dropping to $185,000 ($0.1 a share)
from $432,000 ($0.2 a share) due to
a “combination of the gross margin
effect of the change in sales product
mix and customer price incentives”
for the company’s Brooklin Concrete
division.

Suing 22

Patent licencer Wi-LAN Inc. files 22
patent infringement suits, claiming
this many major US companies are
infringing upon three of its US patents covering Wi-Fi wireless technology and power consumption in DSL
products. “While we prefer to resolve
patent infringement through business
discussions,” says Jim Skippen, WiLAN’s chief executive, “we have consistently maintained that litigation was
always a possibility when negotiations
do not result in a licence within a

reasonable time.” Wi-LAN asserts
that the defendants infringed upon US
patent nos. 5,282,222, RE37,802 and
5,956,323 by making and/or selling
wireless and connectivity equipment
and personal notebook computers
which use the intellectual property
covered by the patents. The defendants include such household names
as Apple, Best Buy, Broadcom, Circuit City Stores, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Sony, Texas Instruments
and Toshiba. In other news, a Korean
digital television manufacturer, two
Chinese companies and a US firm are
the latest in a string of companies to
licence Wi-LAN’s patents for V-chip
parental control technology. Hyundai
IT, which makes LCD televisions
and computer monitors, has licenced
the patents on a running royalty-basis
through to 2016, when the patents end.
Ottawa-based Wi-LAN also licenced
the V-chip patents to Chinese firms
Dongguan Contel Electronics Co.
Ltd. and Zhejiang Tianle Digital
Electric Co. Ltd., as well as to Arizona-based PCT International Inc.
The American firm is readying itself
for the start of the US government’s
Converter Coupon Program, which
will begin distributing as many as 33
million US$40 coupons to American
households in January, to pay for converter boxes which will allow television owners to continue using their
analog TV sets once analog broadcast
signals are discontinued early in 2009.
Wi-LAN has now signed over 100
agreements for its US and Canadian
V-chip patents, which the company
acquired when it bought out Torontobased Tri-Vision in July.
More, see Nuggets, page 6
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Wastewater treatment systems maker
Clearford Industries Inc. signs a $1
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Visions of a wireless future ...from page 1 Beside building business
server. This approach harkens back a broadband connection,” says Mr. Program and currently a Visiting
to the old client/server architecture. Rayment, who adds that the wire- Fellow at Nortel’s Research and DeNow called “thin client,” it could al- less world will be one of sharing.
velopment Group, sees great signifilow a handheld to serve primarily,
This vision will soon shape mobile cance in the advent of the iPhone and
perhaps, as an input/output display entertainment, which is ripe for in- the sale of radio spectrum in the US.
device. Professor Thomas Kunz, di- creased sharing potential. Following Taken together, they presage a pararector of the Technology Innovation social networking trends that find their digm shift that will favour users. Open
Management program at Carleton genesis in sites like Facebook and devices and networks will permit a
University, believes that, enabled Youtube, much of
dynamic buffet of
by a network server, handhelds will mobile entertainservices provided
behave more and more like “media- ment will likely
by carriers, places
rich” PCs, combining sound, video, take the form of
and other people.
graphics and processing with unin- personal content
And regardless of
terrupted, ubiquitous Email access. shared with famwhose multi-netAccording to Mr. DiPietro, such use ily and friends,
work phone domiof network software to compensate and tossed to the
nates the market,
for the lack of processing capability wireless winds to
users will benefit
will lead to processing partitioning. be spread to the
from a multiplicity
This in turn will give rise to the long- connected world.
of applications tarawaited “utility computing” business This will require
geted at that phone.
model, whereby customers rent the handheld wireless
Ultimately, everyuse of online software applications as devices with realthing will be manneeded.
time capability and
aged by the device.
In terms of applications, Mr. DiPiet- user-friendly funcUsing
networks
ro sees a variety of possibilities, many tions, like easily
opportunistically,
centred around making our “mobile manipulated files.
cell phones, handexperience more productive.” Wire- New applications
helds and other
less system administrators will be able will also provide
mobile technology
to remotely monitor, diagnose and functionality that
will automatically
fix server problems. Customers will changes from loswitch from caruse voice recognition features for in- cation to location.
rier to carrier and
Stephen Rayment
put, the voice processing done on the Mr. Rayment sees
from one network
server. Using “voice notes,” individu- a real-time “mobile sensor world” for application to the next, as needed, on
als will enter video, photos and au- business, which will allow users to a moment-to-moment basis.
dio and catalogue and send messages gather information from mobile senDr. Lippman says that most people
which can be automatically converted sors, or sensors within moving prod- underestimate the speed at which this
to text.
ucts, and combine it with information change will occur, and that “the mere
These and other potential capabili- from other devices, such as TV cam- threat of change will alter carrier
ties have moved a step closer to be- eras, for real-time decision making plans.” He points out that context is
coming a reality
such as container key. “If we have a heart attack in the
with Apple’s recent
tracking at ports mall, the server or device should audecision to open up
or product supply- tomatically notify the doctor who hapthe iPhone to thirdchain monitoring. pens to be shopping nearby,” he says,
party applications
“The focus will be and again emphasises that the future of
and Google’s immion having the capa- broadband wireless will be driven by
nent release of the
bility to make real- context, as well as proximity, or our
Gphone. “People
time decisions on spatial relationship to others. “GPS
buy devices to get
objects that are in location is merely a point but a map
applications,” says
motion,” he says.
adds meaning,” he states “Place your
Mr. DiPietro, who
Invoking
the friends on the map and you get connotes that once it’s
phrase a “network text.”
possible to downof things,” an old
Dominant applications will be arload
third-party
idiom to describe chitectural in nature – software that
applications, there
personal devices, can be shaped to consumer needs.
will be an explosion
sensors and autono- “It’s the difference between Lego
of offerings as small
mous computers all blocks and a model airplane,” says
companies rush to
inter-communicat- Dr. Lippman. “We can customize the
develop software
ing, Professor Kunz model but with the blocks we can
targeted at wireless.
sees applications build what we want.” Investment
“There’s going to be
going further still. and marketing/sales models need to
a lot of innovations
He anticipates a be flexible in order to adapt appliin the input method
time when network cations when the exact end use and
over the next sevsoftware will not target market isn’t clear. “Everyone
eral years,” he adds.
only “learn” one’s will be inventing stuff and [applica“The iPhone touch
processing needs tions that best anticipate the marscreen is just the bebut, perhaps, even ket] will be adopted,” Dr. Lippman
correlate them with says. Investors must be able to look
ginning.”
the needs of oth- at quick and cheap applications, put
Stephen Rayers. “If we are in a them out there and see if they stick.
Patrick DiPietro
ment, co-founder
movie theatre and If they don’t, move on. It’s more easand chief technology officer of BelAir Networks, an- we turn off our cell phones, then oth- ily said than done, but entrepreneurs
ticipates a future in which “wireless ers in the same area should have their would be well advised, as more and
broadband is [up to] 100- times bet- calls blocked as well...” says the pro- more minds focus on applications, to
ter than what we experience now.” fessor. He also speculates that hand- develop products at the edge of user
Before that can happen, though, helds might one day be configured demand and get them to market bemore and better equipment will have to respond to a user’s given mood. fore the extreme becomes the mainto be deployed. In order to achieve Would we be interested in entertain- stream.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
broad, uniform coverage, wireless ment or forms of interaction geared to
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
communications “nodes need to be our emotional state?
Dr. Andy Lippman, co-director and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
removed from the cell tower and put
at street level so everyone receives of M.I.T.’s Communications Futures Telfer School of Management.
4 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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blogging beats boredom

The lengthy article delves into the disruption caused to the traditional telecom industry by
the ability to transmit
voice over the Internet
free. AccordROBERT JANELLE ing toforMr.
Saunders,
there are at least two million web pages that point to that post
giving his blog, in his words, “serious
was bored,” says Alec Saun- Google juice.” The number of in-bound
ders, CEO of iotum Corpo- links are among the criteria the search
ration and one of Ottawa’s engine uses to rank the relevancy of a
best-known bloggers when asked how web site.
his technology blog began.
Although the focus has been narrowed,
As a high school student, Mr. Saun- Saunders Log doesn’t focus exclusively
ders wanted to be a writer. But when on VOIP. There’s plenty of information
real-life took over a career in the and commentary on the mobile commutechnology industry
nications industry,
didn’t allow much There are at least two product reviews
time to focus on the million web pages that and social media.
craft. That changed
Wine and politics
point to that post,
in 2002. A few years
can still make their
after returning to giving his blog serious way on the site
Canada following a
some days.
Google juice.
stint at Microsoft, he
Mr. Saunders
launched a personal
is also able to
blog, dubbed Saunders Log, which can pull in a little bit of extra traffic by
be reached at http://saunderslog.com.
maintaining a long list of local blogs.
Five years and several thousand A separate page on Saunders Log
blog postings later, Saunders Log has contains links to more than a hundred
become fairly popular. There are more blogs written from the Ottawa area.
than 2000 subscribers through RSS
Another slice of advice from Mr.
and it has been saved 50 times on the Abramson was to post far more frepopular social bookmarking site del. quently than a few times a week. Taking
icio.us. Saunders Log has also caught heed, Mr. Saunders is now up by 6 a.m.
the attention of some of the technology writing for the blog every morning. On
companies he writes about, which oc- an average day, he’s able to pound out
casionally send him products to review three posts before most high-tech work– a favourite perk among bloggers.
ers have arrived at their offices.
But it did take some effort to bring
Why does a company CEO put so
an attempt at relieving boredom to much into communicating his views?
popularity in the blogosphere. In the Mr. Saunders says that he’s seen a direct
beginning, Mr. Saunders would post correlation between traffic to his blog and
his thoughts about three times per traffic to the iotum corporate web site. He
week on almost any topic: politics, believes popular blog can also help make
technology, travel, wine. Anything the company behind it popular.
that interests him was fair game.
Along with direct exposure to poHe realized he needed to make a tential customers, having a blog with
few adjustments after a conversa- thousands of pages indexed in Google
tion with Andy Abramson, CEO provides a boost in search results, getof Comunicano Inc., a California ting Mr. Saunders’ own name associpublic relations firm that specializes ated with VOIP technology more and
in blogger relations. Mr. Abramson more. That’s a far better boost than
suggested that Saunders.Log needed most can get by spending thousands
a narrower focus. Mr. Saunders re- of dollars on search engine marketing
sponded by recasting Saunders.Log consultants.
as a technology site, often focusing
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
on the voice-over-internet protocol who has plied his trade at the Citizen
(VOIP) industry.
and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A biThe tipping point came from a lingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
single posting in 2005 – Voice 2.0: A where he won awards for both writing
Manifesto for the Future, which can be and photography, he is a self-confessed
found at saunderslog.com/voice-20/. video game addict.

Blogscanning

“I

Public consultation gets tech support ...from page 1
The papers are an important part
of a policy development process. The
Official Plan review, mandated by the
Planning Act, starts now and will be
completed in 2009 when City Council
approves the final staff-recommended
amendments.
Participants register and can either
agree or disagree with what they read
or with what others have to say. Guest
discussion leaders monitor the com-

ments residents leave and often respond with their own comments.
“It can be a totally anonymous process for residents,” notes Ms. Paterson. “We are just looking for input, not
who made the input.”
The interactive 24/7 Ottawa Talks
website was scheduled to close on
December 9 but Ms. Paterson says because “it has taken on a life of its own”
the deadline has been extended.

orbits

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Axentra,

provider of home server platforms
for smart appliances and PCs, names
Dr. Adam Chowaniec (pictured) and
Hans Panse to its
board of directors.
A highly regarded
technology industry
veteran, Adam is the
founding CEO and
current chairman of
Tundra Semiconductor. He is also
executive in residence at Vengrowth
Capital Partners Inc., chairman of
the Ontario Research and Innovation Council and former chair of the
Information Technology Association of Canada. Hans is SVP, product
marketing, for the business sector of
Deutsche Telekom’s new product and
innovation business. He has served
Deutsche Telekom for over ten years,
helping drive the company’s product
portfolio through his knowledge of
IP-based value-added services. A senior manager with extensive European
business knowledge, Hans is a former
research associate at the Bremen Institute for Engineering and Work
Science in Bremen, Germany.

Ursula Belanger

is appointed president of the Women’s Business Network. A member of
the board for almost
10 years, she is also
a former director of
WBN’s programming
committee. Ursula is
director of sales and
marketing at the Ottawa Congress Centre
and regional director
of sales and marketing at CHIP, a network of business leaders established in
1981. Originally from Germany, she has
worked in six different countries over
the course of a sales career spanning
more than 25 years. She was named
the Ottawa Tourism and Convention
Authority’s “Member of the Year” in
1998 and was nominated as Meeting
Professionals International’s “Rising
Star of the Year” in 2001.

Cognos

appoints Don Campbell chief technology officer. With the company
now for 20 years,
Don has held various roles in departments ranging from
research to software development
to management. He
has also contributed
to the creation of several award-winning products. Don sits on various
industry technology boards and advisory committees and is the author of
several published articles. Michael
Morrison returns to the company as
VP and GM of financial performance
management. He rejoins Cognos from
Applix, where he served as CEO
while shouldering responsibility for

all sales, marketing
and services operations. Prior to Applix, he held various
positions at Cognos,
including VP of enterprise planning
operations, VP of
finance and administration, and corporate counsel. During his 11-year
tenure with the company, he also led
Cognos’s financial applications business unit, helping pioneer the business
and increase sales. Prior to joining
Cognos in 1993, Michael worked for
NYNEX (now Verizon) as a senior
attorney.

Embotics,

a virtual machine (VM) lifecycle
management company, makes three
new appointments:
Eric Courville (pictured) is named VP
of sales and business
development, while
Dr. James Serack
and Ron Nordin are
both appointed to the
company’s advisory
board council. Eric has over 17 years
of experience in sales, management
and business development within the
enterprise software and hardware sector. Previously, he served as PlateSpin’s VP of global alliances. Prior to
PlateSpin, he held management positions with MediSolution, Platform
Computing and Silicon Graphics.
James is the director of architecture
and innovation for the Americas at
Computer Sciences Corporation.
He is also chair of the advisory board
of engineering at the University of
Western Ontario, and is a member of
the executive steering committee of the
American Nursing Time and Motion
Research Project.
With over 20 years of executive-level
experience in the software industry,
Ron serves as an advisor and board
member to early-stage technology
companies. Most recently, he was a
senior partner at Atlas Venture in Boston, where he invested in a number
of software and internet companies
including eRoom Technologies, which
was acquired by Documentum in 2000
in one of the largest private software
transactions of the year. Prior to Atlas,
Ron was president and CEO of SQA
Inc., a venture-backed enterprise software company he took from a startup
to a dominant player in the software
quality assurance sector. Under his
leadership, SQA had a successful IPO
before being acquired by Rational
Software, which in turn was bought by
IBM. Ron began his career at Cognos
where, as SVP, he served on the executive team that led the company from a
startup to its IPO and its emergence as
one of major players in the software
industry.

Oleg Khaykin

is appointed to the board of directors
at Zarlink Semiconductor Inc. Oleg

is currently EVP and COO at Amkor
Technology, a semiconductor assembly and test services company with
22,000 employees worldwide. Prior to
joining Amkor, he was VP of strategy
and business development at Conexant
Systems Inc, which designs, develops
and sells semiconductors for networking applications. Oleg also spent eight
years with strategic consulting firm
The Boston Consulting Group, and
began his career as a senior development engineer and product manager at
Motorola. With more than 20 years of
strategic, operational and international
management experience, Oleg previously served on the board of Legerity,
and currently holds advisory positions
with two technology venture capital
funds.

Bruce Lazenby

is named regional director, Canada, at merger and acquisitions firm
Corum Group Ltd.
Bruce graduated from
Royal Military College of Canada in
1976. After a short
stint flying in the air
force, he jumped ship
to the navy where he
served as a logistics
officer and diver. Leaving the navy
in 1995, he joined FreeBalance as
VP of operations. Later, as CEO of
the enterprise software firm, he grew
company revenue by 300% before
leaving to join Luxium in 2006.
Bruce was named “Canada’s Technology Leader” by the Canadian
Advanced Technology Alliance in
2005. He currently chairs the Ottawa
Software Cluster.

Stephen Nicolle

joins March Networks as acting chief
operating officer, reporting directly
to president and CEO
Peter Strom. Stephen
has more than 22 years
of experience in the
communications technology industry. As
president and GM of
the OSS software business unit at Nortel, he
grew revenue to $250 million in 2000
from $24 million in 1997 while leading
a team of more than 1,000 employees.
Prior to Nortel, he worked as assistant
VP at Bell Northern Research, where
he was responsible for network and
service management R&D programs,
managing more than $40 million in
annual investment. More recently, he
served as CEO and president of emerging, venture-backed technology companies Sigma Systems Group and
Tatara Systems Inc.

Ben Robitaille

is named CEO of IT outsourcing firm
Workshift. Over the course of his
20-year career, Ben has worked in
product design and management at
such companies as Pixstream Inc.,

Gentec Inc. and
C A E E l e c t ro n i c s
Ltd. Before joining
Workshift, he was
president and CEO
at Symbium Corp.,
which under his leadership grew from a
startup with five unpaid employees
to a company with 50 staff. Prior
to that, he was president and CEO
of Kaparel Corp., whose sales increased by more than $9 million on
his watch. He is currently a board
member of The Official Community
Company, a stand-alone E-business
for established recording artists that
he helped start as its original angel
investor. Ben earned a BSc, electrical engineering, at Laval University
and also a diploma in science at College de Sainte-Foy. Father of four,
Ben enjoys skiing, sailing, squash
and woodworking, among other interests.

Sitebrand,

an E-marketing solutions firm based
in Gatineau, hires new VPs Darryl Praill (left) and
Gavin Parry (below
right). Darryl brings
more than two decades of high tech
development, sales,
consulting and marketing experience to
his role as Sitebrand’s
VP of marketing.
Previously chief marketing officer at CML
Emergency Services
(now PlantCML), he
was also VP of sales
and marketing at Adexa and VP, marketing, at webplan (now
Kinaxis), both providers of supply chain
management solutions. He led global
product marketing for both Cognos
and Sybase’s database division. Darryl is a winner of national awards for
management and a graduate of the
computer science program at Sheridan College. An Ottawa Senators’
fan, his interests include reading,
camping, woodworking, home improvement shows and “everything
marketing.” He is a husband of 18
years and father of two boys. Gavin
is appointed VP of client services,
bringing extensive E-commerce and
online marketing experience to Sitebrand and its professional services
division. Fort the past 11 years he has
been in the United Kingdom managing operations for various software
companies. He joins Sitebrand from
Truition Inc., an on-demand E-commerce software provider based in
Toronto. Prior to Truition, he was director of services at FairMarket Inc.
He holds a mechanical engineering
degree from McGill and an MSc in
energy engineering from Southbank
University, UK. He enjoys sports,
travel, cottage life and the company
of his daughter and son.

Do Your Salaries
Measure up?
See who already knows.

Wi-LAN

appoints Andrew Parolin (top left)
as vice president, wireless technologies. Andrew joined
Wi-LAN as VP of
business development in May 2007.
Previously, he was
director of wireless
data products at
SiGe Semiconductor. Andrew is an
experienced business manager with
expertise in a number of Wi-LAN’s
technologies, including Wi -Fi,
WiMAX and CDMA. He earned an
MBA from uOttawa, a master of
applied science from Queen’s and a
BEng from the Technical University
of Nova Scotia. The patent licencer
also names Phil Martin (below right)
as interim CFO. Prior to joining the
company in November 2006 as director of finance, Phil held the same
position for nine
years at Torontobased AirIQ. A Ryerson graduate, he
has held senior positions in financial
management with
both public and private organizations.
Thomas Ginter joins Wi-LAN as
VP, business development, and will
be responsible for overseeing the
company’s patent acquisition program. Thomas has held a number of
management positions in the wireless technologies sector, including
VP, product management, at TenXc
Wireless. An experienced business
manager and a certified professional
electrical engineer, he holds several
patents and has expertise in a number of Wi-LAN’s current technologies. Tyler Burns comes on board
as Wi-LAN’s director of investor
relations and communications. He
has held technical and marketing positions at such companies as IceFyre
Semiconductor (which he co-founded in 2001), Conexant Systems and
Philsar Semiconductor. Tyler formerly served in multiple leadership
positions at Wi-Fi Alliance, a global,
non-profit organization driving the
adoption of high-speed wireless local
area networking.

Cathi Yabsley

is appointed VP of finance and operations at TalkSwitch. Arriving
with more than 20 years of experience in technology, finance and
administration, she began her career
as a chartered accountant with BDO
Dunwoody and has held key positions at Mitel, Bridgewater Systems, Cloakware and LPI Level
Platforms. She has a degree in
business from uOttawa. Cathi is a
paraglider pilot, rock climber and
budding poet.
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Booming sales

Allen-Vanguard Corp. signs a deal
through defence contractor Lockheed
Martin to provide $6-million worth
of spares to the US military. Under the
deal, the Ottawa-based security products maker will furnish Lockheed with
Symphony bomb-detection systems
component sets, which will be stockpiled in case of an emergency. “We are
pleased at the ongoing commitment
from Lockheed Martin to stock a ready
inventory of spares in anticipation of
urgent customer requirements,” says
Allen-Vanguard CEO David Luxton.
“We view this as positive for the future
prospects of the Symphony program.”
When it completes delivery of the order in the first quarter of 2008, Allen
Vanguard will have supplied the US
military with almost $40-million worth
of bomb detection components through
Lockheed Martin.

Joins CONII

Algonquin College has signed on with
the Colleges Ontario Network for Industry Innovation (CONII), an initiative to help commercialize technology
coming from the province’s small- to
mid-sized companies. With current CONII members Centennial, Conestoga,
Fanshawe, George Brown, Humber,
Niagara, St. Clair, Seneca and Sheridan colleges, Algonquin will lend technical expertise to help enterprise partners
bring products to market. The network is
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receiving $3.5 million over three years
from the Ontario Ministry of Research
and funding from the Ontario Centres
of Excellence, as well as other government programs. “Colleges have always
maintained close contact with business
and industry in order to provide highly
skilled, work-ready graduates,” says
Katharine Janzen, chair of the CONII
steering committee and VP of research
and innovation at Seneca College. “With
CONII, we’re expanding that relationship
to include applied research, development and commercialization services.”
Students and faculty from Algonquin
College’s applied research and innovation
program are currently working on a CONII-supported program to help Nepean’s
SeeWind Design Corp. develop envirofriendly technology that will keep office
computer systems running in the event of
power failure. CONII expects to complete
50 projects by the end of 2009.

Pakistani deal

Wireless networking equipment maker
DragonWave Inc. signs an agreement
to provide Orascom Telecom Holding
with 270 wireless backhaul links for a
new Pakistani wireless network. The
Ottawa-based company’s Horizon Compact IP product will be deployed in the
nationwide WiMAX network, which will
be operated by Orascom’s mobile service
subsidiary Mobilink. Providing data and
other IP-based applications to enterprise,
government and residential customers,
Mobilink is using DragonWave’s technology to enable its new 3.5-gigahertz
WiMAX infrastructure in Islamabad,
Karachi and Lahore before expanding
coverage to other metropolitan areas.
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Global mobile carrier Orascom Telecom has more than 60 million customers
in the Middle East, Africa and South
Asia. In other news, DragonWave was
recently called upon by Chicago-based
Business Only Broadband (BOB) to
provide greater bandwidth for its business
wireless service. DragonWave’s technology will increase the speed of BOB’s
primary, secondary and disaster-recovery connectivity services to more than
300 megabits per second. The company
has also been engaged by BOB to help
deploy those services in New York and
other, unspecified markets. Founded in
2000, DragonWave has more than 150
customers in over 25 countries.

Higher numbers

Tech-based survey products maker
In-Touch Survey Systems Ltd. earns
$164,749 in Q3 on revenue of $1.4 million. The company says that increased
orders from several top US customers made for the improved numbers.
In its third quarter last year, In-Touch
posted net income of just $1,037 on
revenue less than half that of Q3, 2007.
“New US-based customers were a major reason for the strong sales growth,”
says In-Touch CEO Michael Gaffney.
“These customers provide a significant
opportunity for In-Touch to grow sales
over the next few years. Becoming a
major supplier to these Fortune 500 customers also validates our investment in
our software and hardware technology.”
The company expects full-year revenue
of $4.8 million to $5 million, and a 40%
increase in sales for fiscal 2008.

Mexican connection

Phone systems designer and manufacturer
TalkSwitch is introducing six additions to
its VS line of hybrid IP PBXs, as well as
its new line of IP Phones, to the Mexican
market. The upgradeable phone systems
allow customers to choose up to 32 incoming phone lines, 64 local extensions
and 32 VoIP trunks per office location.
The company is also offering Mexican
businesses its new line of IP telephone
handsets with advanced features, like line
appearance, which benefit teleworkers or
employees who divide time between office locations. Operating like extensions,
the handsets allow users to view and engage callers in the queue and park lists at
the touch of a button. The company also
recently signed a distribution agreement
with Lan 1 to bring its telephone systems
to small businesses in Australia, New
Zealand and the South Pacific. An Australian distributor of VoIP equipment, Lan 1
has been actively seeking a solution like
TalkSwitch for small-business customers.
Since its establishment in 1990, Ottawabased TalkSwitch has received several
industry awards for its products.

Sold, not gone

Cognos agrees to a US$5-billion buyout
offer from IBM. If approved by shareholders, the deal will see the Ottawabased business intelligence software firm
subsumed by Big Blue’s growing management software division. “This is an
exciting combination for our customers,

partners and employees. It provides us
with the ability to expand our vision as
the leading BI and performance management provider,” says Cognos chief executive Rob Ashe, who will lead IBM’s
management solutions group. “IBM is
a perfect complement to our strategy,
with minimal overlap in products, a
broad range of technology synergies,
and the resources, reach, and worldclass services to accelerate this vision.”
The agreement puts an end to months of
speculation about Cognos’s future in a
market that has been subject to increasing
consolidation. For its part, Cognos did
little to quell the takeover talk. Saying
only that it would entertain any attractive offer, the company watched from
the sidelines as Oracle paid US$3.3 billion for rival enterprise solutions maker
Hyperion Solutions Corp. last February
and Germany-based SAP bought France’s
Business Objects for US$7 billion in
October. Cognos is the latest in a string of
acquisitions in support of IBM’s initiative,
announced in Feb. 2006, to consolidate
its information integration, content and
data management business. “Customers
are demanding complete solutions, not
piece parts, to enable real-time decision
making,” says Steve Mills, SVP of IBM’s
software group. “[Acquiring] Cognos positions us well for the changing business
intelligence and performance management
industry.” Nothing much is yet known
about IBM’s plans for Cognos’s 4,000
employees or its Ottawa headquarters.
Asked about the future of the company’s
local workforce of 1,600, Mr. Ashe said
only that that the merger will create some
redundancies, but that IBM intends to expand Cognos’s operations in the capital,
as well as globally.
More, see Nuggets, page 8
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Reversal in 2007

Seprotech Systems Inc. rebounds in
fiscal 2007, raising revenue by 144%
to $7.9 million, while pulling itself
out of red figures with $222,000 ($0.1
a share) in profit compared to a net
loss of just over $1 million ($0.3 a
share) the previous year. The water
and wastewater treatment systems
maker also ended the year with its
third sequential profitable quarter, in
which revenue grew to $2.3 million
from $507,000 in the fourth quarter of
2006. Net income for the period was
$124,000 ($0.0 a share) compared to
a net loss of $383,000 ($0.1 a share).
The Ottawa-based company expects
further growth in 2008, in part from
new distribution and manufacturing
agreements, as well as through British
Columbia’s P.J. Hannah Equipment
Sales Corp., which Seprotech is in the
process of buying.

Bought

Ottawa-based IT outsourcer Workshift
Systems Corp. has been purchased by
a business investment partnership for
$1.4 million. Buyers Jacqueline Gilna
and John Turton teamed up to acquire
the company as part of their strategy to
consolidate the outsourcing sector in
the Ottawa area. The terms of the deal
will see Workshift’s founder, Chris
Ellsay, replaced as CEO by former
Symbium Corp. chief executive Ben
Robitaille. Mr. Ellsay will remain with
the company over the next few months
to ease the transition to new management. Mr. Robitaille says that aside
from plans to hire a few new employees, it’s business as usual at Workshift.
Founded in 1993, the company provides end-to-end business computer
and network consulting services to
SMBs in and around Ottawa.

More cuts

System interconnect technology company Tundra Semiconductor Corp. is
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cutting some 30 jobs in a move to fight
rising costs associated with the soaring
Canadian dollar. It is the company’s
second round of cuts this year. Tundra
says that the move, which will initially
cost $4 million in restructuring charges, will ultimately result in quarterly
savings of $1.5 million. Amounting
to about 10% of Tundra’s workforce,
the layoffs will be felt largely in R&D
and, to a lesser degree, in sales. “The
rapid appreciation of the Canadian
dollar…has resulted in a near 15%
reduction in Tundra’s top-line revenue
over the last several quarters,” says
CEO Daniel Hoste, who notes that
the company has also been hurt by
unfavorable conditions in the communications market. Last May, Tundra let
go 20 staff, or roughly 7% of its global
workforce at the time.

More from OVTS

In its second installment of a two-part
podcast of interviews recorded live at
the Ottawa Venture and Technology
Summit in September, OCRIRadio
features guests Rob Hilkes, VP of
marketing and business development
at eSight, and Matthew Williams,
founder of IPeak Networks, discussing VC investment opportunities
offered by their respective startups.
eSight combines advances in digital
video capture and display with proprietary image processing algorithms
to serve two markets: wearable devices to greatly improve the quality of life for those with acute vision
impairments that neither surgery nor
traditional eyeglasses can correct,
and real-time high-definition vision
systems for sports fans and concert
goers. IPeak’s IP 4000 accelerates applications over low quality networks
in a unique way. Instead of intercepting and changing the protocols used
by applications, IPeak reduces the
packet loss seen by the application
by a factor of 100x or more. This allows the application to perform as if
a much higher quality network was
being used. Luigi Licciardi, EVP of
Telecom Italia Group, rounds out
the podcast, with his thoughts on new
mobile technologies emerging from
Ottawa’s telecom sector. To tune in,
go to ocriradio.com/podcasts.html or
visit ocri.ca.
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Disaster connect

C-COM Satellite Systems Inc,’s iNetVu Mobile satellite antennas were
recently pressed into service to assist
the flood-ravaged region of southern
Mexico. C-COM installed the mobile
communications equipment on top of
Mexican Ministry of Health vehicles,
helping medical workers better cope
with the disaster, which took the lives
of dozens of people in Villahermosa,
Tabasco. The equipment was used
to transmit epidemic diagnoses and
charts from the flood site. It also provided conferencing, Internet and VoIP
connectivity for emergency workers,
medical officials and a special cabinet
appointed by Mexican President Felipe
Calderon to deal with the emergency.
C-COM recently entered the New Zealand market, after signing a deal with
Baycity Communications to sell its
product throughout that country.

TSX-bound

Network policy management software
maker Bridgewater Systems Corp. is
angling for a spot on the TSX, having
filed a preliminary prospectus with
securities regulators for an IPO. If the
offering goes ahead, the Ottawa-based
company will be listed under the symbol “BWC.” Bridgewater plans to use
the prospective proceeds to expand its
consulting and design services capability and fund new products, among
other activities. The company’s prospectus noted neither share price nor
the scope of the IPO.

2nd Chinese order

Green energy savings systems maker
Thermal Energy International Inc. is
supplying China’s Jiangsu Huachang
Chemical Co. (Huachang) with 39
GEM steam traps. The chemical manufacturer is installing the technology
at its sprawling 150-hectare Yangtze
River International Chemical Industry

Park factory, where it yearly turns out
more than 3.6 million tons of chemical-based products. Secured through
Thermal Energy’s partner Jiagnan
Boilers and Pressure Vessels Co., the
order is the Ottawa company’s second
from a customer in China. Developed
by Thermal’s UK division, Gardner
Energy Management, GEM will be
installed on Huachang’s steam distribution system to save the company up to
50% of the cost of steam production by
reducing leakage and maintenance.

Telesat up

Telesat Canada lifts operating revenue
to $130.4 million, a 14.9% percent
increase from last year’s third quarter
and raises profits by 33.3% to $26.4
million. The satellite operator released
its latest financial statement only days
after its $3.25-billion acquisition by
U.S.-based Loral Space & Communications Inc. and the federal employee
Public Pension Investment Board
received final approval.

Distributor signed

Ottawa-based TalkSwitch signs Crossover Distribution.com Corp. as its newest distributor, giving the telephone systems maker’s resellers across Canada and
the US improved ordering and support
options. Crossover, which maintains operations in Toronto and Vancouver, will
provide TalkSwitch with enhanced logistical capability by allowing it to place and
track orders through its portal, as well as
review ordering history and pricing rates.
“Crossover has a wealth of technical
know-how and a deep understanding of
the telecommunications industry,” says
Jan Scheeren, president and CEO of
TalkSwitch. “That knowledge is of great
benefit to our channel.” Developed for
the SMB market, TalkSwitch’s hybrid
systems connect to both traditional and
VoIP networks.

Saudi bank deal

Ottawa-based dna13 secures a media-monitoring services contract with

Saudi Arabia’s National Commercial
Bank, which is using dnaEnterprise
software to manage, monitor and measure media outreach and reputation.
National Commercial is one of Saudi
Arabia’s leading banks and, opened
in 1953, its first. It will use dna13’s
stakeholder management software
to monitor news feeds licenced from
Media Watch Middle East, dna13’s
latest media partner, which has access to more than 1.4 million archived
news items and monitors news from 27
countries throughout the Middle East,
Africa and the Indian subcontinent.
dnaEnterprise integrates communications processes, including media monitoring and analysis, to manage global
media campaigns, issues and brands.

$10M raised

Satellite product maker International
Datacasting Corp. successfully raises
$10 million in a short-form public offering of 12.5 million common shares
announced in October. The Ottawa company says it will put the net proceeds
into marketing efforts, developing new
Internet protocol television and other
products, and for potential future acquisitions. The offering was led by underwriters Wellington West Capital Markets
Inc. and included Canaccord Capital
Corp. and MGI Securities Inc. IDC
recently received $1-million worth of
new orders from two national broadcasters in Europe, and including add-on
orders from the US. IDC reports that
the European customers are purchasing
equipment for new digital radio satellite
networks. “Our digital audio line is seeing increased demand with both new and
long-time customers, as the industry upgrades to the latest and greatest in audio
broadcast technology,” says IDC chief
executive Ron Clifton. “The SuperFlex
line of products is all about providing
flexible, high-performance multimedia
capabilities. This is the future of professional audio.” Poland’s national broadcaster, Polskie Radio, has ordered IDC’s
head-end uplinking equipment and satellite receivers, allowing it to deliver live
broadcasts with locally inserted digitally
recorded content. Portuguese national
broadcaster Radio Television Portugal
has ordered IDC’s SuperFlex Pro Audio
receivers to enable digital data streaming
using the latest audio standards.
More, see Nuggets, page 10

University of Ottawa

Engineering Nanotechnology
for Solar Energy
Dr. Karin Hinzer, Canada Research Chair in Photonic Nanostructures and
Integrated Devices, and associate professor in the University of Ottawa’s
School of Information Technology and Engineering, is using nanotechnology to address a key challenge in the widespread adoption
of renewable solar power, higher conversion efficiencies in the solar
cells. Applications include the large-scale generation of electricity
using clean economical and emission-free solar cells and developing
affordable and sustainable power sources for wireless sensor networks.
In the case of wireless sensor networks, Dr. Hinzer’s objective is to
build a solar cell that provides enough renewable energy to power
the sensors, computing and communications functions. Her goal:
to integrate this functionality into a microchip smaller than one
square millimetre in size.

Karin Hinzer,
Canada Research Chair in Photonic
Nanostructures and Integrated
Devices and Faculty of Engineering
Associate Professor

A more compact and environmentally friendly alternative to
batteries, this technology could be used for applications in new
non-invasive medical diagnosis and treatment, monitoring wind
farms and gas fields, conducting perimeter surveillance, and
detecting the presence of chemical agents in air or water.
Dr. Hinzer is taking a leadership role in advancing semiconductor
devices and environmentally friendly energy technology for the
Canadian energy sector.
This is just another way the University of Ottawa is conducting
ground-breaking research in photonics and renewable energy.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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nuggets
NZ deployment

March Networks is providing the
Bank of New Zealand, the country’s third-largest bank, with digital
video surveillance and security software. Currently underway and being
handled by March’s solution provider
Guardall NZ Ltd., the deployment
will see March Networks’ R5 Visual
Intelligence management solutions installed throughout the banks 170 public
branches, providing centralized video
network management and analysis of
ATM and teller transactions. The project is expected to be completed by the
end of 2008.

Wields axe

Espial Group Inc. cuts about 30% of
its staff on the heels of tumbling Q3
revenue. The IPTV middleware and
applications maker says the layoffs,
which extend to upper management,
will reduce operating expenses by
roughly $3.1 million a year. The move
will cost the company approximately
$500,000 in severance and related payments, and leave roughly 70 employees. Chief financial officer Bob Daly
is among those leaving the company.
Mr. Daly joined Espial as a part-time
consultant before joining on a full-time
basis to assist with company’s IPO
last June. In its third quarter, Espial’s
revenue dropped 64.7%. However, the

company trimmed losses by $100,000
to $2.1 million. In unrelated news, Espial recently took a US$1.5-million order for its Evo IPTV Service Platform
from a major European communication
services provider. The unnamed customer will use the middleware technology to provide hybrid cable-IPTV to
its more than 1.5 million subscribers.
Espial’s products provide management
applications for such services as live
TV, video-on-demand and electronic
program guides.

New VC fund

The McGuinty government signs a
letter of intent with leading Canadian
institutional and corporate investors
to create a $165-million, Ontario-focused venture capital (VC) fund. The
Ontario Venture Capital Fund will
“[strengthen] the province’s ability to
support innovative, high-growth companies in Ontario to expand business
opportunities and create jobs,” says the
Ontario Ministry of Research and
Innovation. With $90 million from
Ontario and the balance provided by
partner investors, the market-driven
fund-of-funds, designed to support
established VC funds, will be overseen
by an experienced third-party manager.
The government and its co-investors,
including OMERS Administration
Corp., RBC Capital Partners, BusiAgency:
McGill Buckley
Inc. of Canada
ness
Development
Bank
Contact: Nadine Buckley 613-728-4199 ext: 21
and Manulife Financial, are currently
Date:
3/30/07
conducting a global search for such a
Client: National
Scan
manager,
whom Capital
they expect
to have
Ref:
001347-MB_Campaign
installed
when
the first round of financing is dispensed in January. “This fund
will attract the capital and investment
expertise needed to bring exciting new

discoveries to market faster in this
province, resulting in high-value jobs
and, ultimately, a higher quality of life
for all Ontarians,” says Minister of
Research and Innovation John Wilkinson. News of the fund no doubt comes
as a relief to hobbling Ottawa startups,
which have been lamed by investor disinterest in recent years. “Ottawa is very
much in need of new Ontario-based
venture funds and hopefully this will
support the creation of some good new
funds,” say Jeffrey Dale, president and
CEO of Ottawa Centre for Research
and Innovation. The Ontario Venture Capital Fund is an initiative of the
McGuinty government’s $160 million
Ideas to Market strategy, announced in
the 2006 budget.

CAA’s choice

confident that Halogen would enable
us to take our employee performance
programs to the next level.” CAANEO
is one of nine CAA clubs nationwide,
which have a total of more than five
million members. The organization is
over 100 years old.

Citrix partner

Embotics Corp. is joining Ft. Lauderdale-headquartered Citrix Systems’
partner program to make its V-Commander virtual machine (VM) management solution compatible with
Citrix’s virtualization products, such
as XenDesktop and XenServer. “Integration with the Citrix virtualization
infrastructure will move us closer to
our goal of allowing enterprises to
centrally manage and control the heterogeneous virtual machine environments which are starting to emerge,”
says David Lynch, VP of marketing
at Ottawa-based Embotics. V-Commander helps maximize the business
benefits of virtual servers by authorizing, controlling, managing, securing
and tracking VM assets.

Halogen Software’s web-based performance management solution is selected
by the Canadian Automobile Association of North & East Ontario (CAANEO) to replace its existing electronic
appraisal system. The local regional
chapter of the Canadian Automobile
Association will use Halogen eAppraisal to evaluate its employees, managers
and executives. “The Halogen solution
was
selected based on the company’s Calian Technologies Ltd. finds inProof: R2
reputation and proven ability to meet creased business within its systems
Insertion: April
Pub: NCSacn
Color: Col
engineering division
in Q4 leading to
our
specific needs,” says CAANEO’s
Size: 10.25” x 5.6”
VP of human resources Christina significant gains in earnings and sales.
Hlusko. “We needed a system that was The Kanata-based staffing and engineermuch more flexible than the one we ing company, founded by Mayor Larry
had previously deployed, and we were O’Brien, raised overall revenue by 33%

Gains in
engineering biz

to $45.7 million and recorded $2.1 million ($0.26 per share) in net earnings,
$300,000 more than it earned in the same
period last year. “The diversity of our service offerings once again paid dividends
as we experienced a mixture of highs
and lows within the various operating
segments,” says Ray Basler, Calian’s
CEO, noting that the firm’s engineering
division has performed particularly well
due to continued project success and
contract wins for the company’s core
satellite sector business.

More of the same

ZIM Corp. suffers a further drop in
revenue as Q2 sales fall by 30% to
$446,686. However, the company continues to beat back losses, which fell
to $101,207 ($0.1 cents a share) from
$369,991 ($0.4 cents a share) a year
ago. “We have reduced operating expenses and continue to look for additional savings as we pursue opportunities related to our Internet TV, mobile
content and database platforms,” says
CEO Michael Cowpland who, reiterating statements made in the company’s
previous quarterly report, again blames
the saturated short messaging services
(SMS) aggregation market for the ongoing backslide in revenue. ZIM’s latest
report notes that the company owes Mr.
Cowpland just under $50,000, money
he loaned the firm as it transitions from
its depressed SMS aggregation business into new areas. SMS aggregation
helps to better connect users to mobile
network operators for improved textmessaging service.

Our clients are not, to be accurate, at a total loss for words but,
more specifically, at a loss for words that will make a difference
to their marketing efforts. Persuasive words. Compelling
words. Motivating words. Words that let their customers and,
prospective customers, know who they are, what they do and,
most importantly, why doing business with them works so well.
McGill Buckley is an integrated marketing agency that works
with clients in Ottawa and across Canada. We use words,
images, ideas, strategic thinking and hands-on experience to

Clients Call Us When They Are At A Loss For Words.

create marketing programs that stand out and deliver results.
If you’d like to have a word with us about the difference
we can make to your marketing, please call our President &
Creative Director, Stephen McGill at 613-728-4199, ext. 22.

www.mcgillbuckley.com
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The elusive goal is $100 million
based Celtic House company, has taken
Thomson’s insight to heart, recruiting Rob Ashe, CEO
of Cognos and Paul
Tsaparis, president &
ANDREW WAITMAN CEO of HP Canada
to his board.
Very few start-ups actually have a world-class executive team,
if by world-class we mean experienced
at building start-ups to $100 million in
here’s a saying in the VC business sales. These people are rare anywhere
that “lemons ripen sooner than and rarer still in teams. In my opinion,
plums.” Fruit farmers know that judging and selecting the founder, manlemons “show” earlier than plums. In the agement leadership and board talent
venture metaphor, the lemon among in- are the most important determinants of
vestments ripens (starts to smell) earlier growth and scale outcomes. Backing inthan the plum, which takes time to ripen dividuals and teams who are ambitious,
into a powerhouse. Sandvine in Water- talented and experienced in scale will go
loo received initial seed funding from much further to establishing the condiCeltic House the week before Sept. tions to achieve the elusive goal than
11, 2001 and achieved the elusive $100 almost any other element of success.
million run-rate by 2007. That speed of However, other elements do matter.
ascension is impressive and rare in any
A second indicator of an early-stage
geography, particularly in Canada with company with scale potential is its track
many fewer technology start-ups than record of identifying and achieving goals
the U.S. Memsic, a Boston-based Celtic and priorities for the year, quarter and
House portfolio company, which has month. Though all start-ups miss milefiled an S1 to go pubstones, those that
lic, is expected to take
“The failure of our create a clear path
eight or nine years to
and meaventure industry to tosuregrowth
reach that run-rate.
their progress
Vixs Systems, a Toproduce eyebrow- achieve better results
ronto-based Celtic
than those that do not.
raising venture
House seed funded
It sounds simple, yet
start-up, is expected returns is a failure to few start-ups do it
to get there in seven
discriminate winners well.
or eight years.
A crucial lesson
The question gerfrom losers at every for start-up boards
mane to a VC is,
management is
stage of the venture and
“How can I know in
this: At the start of
the early years whethinvestment cycle.” each year, establish
er a start-up should be
the top three or four
scuttled to avoid wasting more money or annual goals or objectives. Clear and
strengthened with additional cash to con- unambiguous goals should be debated,
tinue its climb to $100 million?”
discussed and decided by the entire
There are in fact leading indicators management team and board, such as:
that differentiate winners from losers, • Raise $15 million of new capital.
allowing investors to focus attention • Close $5 million in revenue.
and resources where they should be. • Win two referencable, marquee cusThe failure of our venture industry
tomers with over $1 billion in sales.
to produce eyebrow-raising venture
Specificity is crucial. From this exreturns is a failure to discriminate ercise, the company’s top three or four
winners from losers at every stage of goals and priorities for the first quarter are
the venture investment cycle. Numer- established, and then subsequent quarous venture investors considered and terly goals and priorities. Remember it’s
passed on the opportunity to invest three or four priorities, not ten. Quarterly
in Sandvine and Vixs. This is telling priorities and objectives are driven by ananecdotal evidence of failed success nual goals. Each executive, including the
identification. Portfolios chalk-full of CEO, working within the context of the
no-growth or slow-growth start-ups corporate quarterly goals, establishes her
suggest a lot of adverse selection.
own quarterly goals. These should be reThe first indicator that an early stage corded and shared at the board level, and
start-up is poised for scale success is once established must be communicated
the skills, experience and drive of the broadly allowing those deeper in the ormanagement, employees, board and ganization to do the same.
advisors. In David Thomson’s book,
The process of establishing goals and
BluePrint to a Billion, he identifies seven priorities cascades down through the orelements that are shared by companies ganization until everyone understands
ascending rapidly from $50 million to a what his top three or four priorities are to
billion. Companies scaling rapidly had achieve the department’s and, ultimately,
more individuals on the board and man- the company’s quarterly objectives. This
agement team and more employees with process of engagement, debate and priprevious experience in building billion orities setting should be around goals that
dollar businesses. Experienced people have clear deliverables. Avoid ambigugenerally have better networks, make ous language like “…during the quarter
better decisions and fewer mistakes, so improve relationship between marketing
the venture-backed start-ups they start and sales.” Rather, “establish bi-weekly
or join have better odds of reaching that monthly product review meetings and
$100 million goal. Wael Mohammad, design review sign-off process.” ComCEO of Third Brigade, an Ottawa- panies that establish this rigor not only

Money Talks

T

achieve coherence in the organization,
but also adapt better to complex and
chaotic market environments. The warning signals of missed objectives can be
identified quickly, discussed and debated,
and new tactical priorities and goals established. Finally, a third clear distinction
between start-up winners and losers is
customer traction. Ultimately, achieving
the elusive goal is about sales growth.
Until a start-up reaches $1 million, it cannot reach $5 million and until it reaches
$5 million it cannot reach $10 million and
so on to $100 million. Sounds obvious,
but the best indicator of future success is
past success with customers.
Revenue growth is the validation of all
tactics and strategy. Poor revenue growth
or sales only to customers that are “cousins and friends” (prior relationships) is
an indication that the start-up has failed
to identify a flaw in its product, marketing or sales strategy. This is one of the
most difficult elements to read correctly
because modest sales can be easily misread by investors and executives. Only
when a targeted cluster of non-customers
have been turned into paying customers
can you declare early victory. As patterns
of success and failure emerge enabling
you to refine your product, marketing and
sales strategy, will you establish the conditions and learning for scale success.
There are many other elements that
can help separate winners from flat-line
losers. In the next column, I will discuss
why most due diligence on markets and
competitors is, at best, a waste of time
and, at worst, misleading and anathema
to good investment decision making.
Andrew Waitman is managing partner
of Celtic House Venture Partners, specializing in early stage investments in
high technology companies.
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